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Summary

The studies on the association of deletion/insertion (DIl) polymorphism of
angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) gene with blood pressure and
hypertension reported contradictory results. We review the articles that
considered blood pressure or hypertension as the main outcome measure to
have an overview of the situation. There is heterogeneity of allele frequencies
ofA CE locus among ethnic groups. In descending order ofD allele frequencies,
ethnic groups are: Gulf Bedouin (0.657), Black (0.597), White (0.577), Chinese
(0.400),Japanese (0.377),Bangladeshi (0.374)and Indian Sikh (0.373). Multiple
studies were available for the Caucasians and Japanese with relatively large
sample sizes. Three out of five studies in the Caucasians found association
either in males or in females with blood pressure or hypertension. None ofthe
three Japanese studies observed an association. So,ACElocus may be considered
a marker for blood pressure or hypertension in the Caucasians but not in the
Japanese. This racial difference is not surprising, because heterogenecity of
ACE activity according to ACE genotypes has been reported among ethnic
groups, and important differences in environmental factors persist. Studies in
other populations were either smallorsampling procedures were not adequately
described. Given that the studies varied in designs, settings, sample size, and
adjustment for confounding variables, adequately powered large-scale multi-
centre, multi-ethnic population-based studies using same method are required
to resolve this contradiction.

Introduction

Blood pressure is a complex quantitative
trait, which is influenced by genetic and
environmental factors,' but researches have
been concentrated on the environmental

factors. The major modifiable risk factors

have been identified and preventive measures
introduced with substantial success.

However, our knowledge of genetic factors
has yet to be established in the same way. If
a gene with dysfunctional alleles that

predispose to hypertension can be identified,
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clinicians could identify patients with
increased susceptibility to hypertension and
screening for presence of these alleles in the
general population mayidentifya substantial
proportion of high-risk individuals.
Appropriate monitoring of these individuals,
in conjunction with targeted intervention,
could then delay or avert the onset of
hypertension.

Angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) of
the renin-angiotensin system has known
biological effects on blood pressure
regulation. It plays an important role in the
circulatory homeostasis, by converting
angiotensin I. to angiotensin II, a potent
vasopressor, and by inactivating bradykinin,
a vasodilator.2ACE isencodedby a2I kb,26
exon gene3 located in chromosome 17 at
q23.4 A deletion/insertion (D/I)
polymorphism of the ACE gene has been
described and consists of the absence or

presence of a 287 bp DNA fragment located
near the 3' end of intron 16.5.6ACE D/I

polymorphism accounts for almost half the
variance in ACE plasma levels.6 So, it is
hypothesised that ACE D/I polymorphism is
associated with blood pressure levels and
hypertension.Manystudieshave testedthis
hypothesis but ended with conflicting
resuIts7-19.These studies might have been
complicated by non-mendelian inheritance,
genetic heterogenecity, late onset, and
incomplete penetrance and environmental
interactions. These articles have been
reviewed to give an overview of the present
situation.

Materials and methods

The articles that considered blood pressure
or hypertensionasthe mainoutcomemeasure

and publishedbefore 2000 were identified by
MEDLINE search. Our priority interest was
population-based studies, because we want
to compare the allele frequencies among
ethnic groups. In absence of a population-
basedstudyfor aparticular race, other studies
were considered. In presence of multiple
studies, those with large sample sizy were
included,andapooledestimatewasobtained.
Then the allele frequencies among ethnic
groups were compared by test of
homogeneity.2°

Results

Allele frequencies in various racial groups
Allele frequencies of ACE locus in various
ethnic groups arepresented inTable I , which
shows that there is heterogeneity. In
descending order of D allele frequencies,
ethnic groups are: Bedouin (0.657), Black
(0.597), White (0.577), Chinese (OAOO),

Japanese (0.377), Bangladeshi (0.374) and
Indian Sikh (0.373).

Controversy regarding the association of

ACE gene with BP and hypertension
Most of the studies used case-control design

for a dichotomized blood pressure level,7-
10.12.13.15.17normal or high. These studies are
not suitable for examining an association

with blood pressure levels. Five studies were
cross-sectional, 11.14.16,18,19onedid not examine
it,ll two found no association,14.16and one
found association with diastolic blood

pressure in men 18and the rest found linkage
with diastolic blood pressure in males.19Last
two studies were done in the US Whites.
AIP-18but onel9 examined the association

with hypertension. A positive association
was found only in the Indian Shikhsll and
Finish womenl7and US men.18
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Table.I: Studies that described the allele frequencies of ACE gene and their association with blood pressure and hypertension in various
populations

Ref. Typeof Analytic Numberofsubjects' Age o ailelet o alleleassociated
with

Racialgroup Country Firstauthor No. Setting study approach Cases; Controls; Total group proportionblood hypertension
pressure

Bangladeshi Bangladesh Chowdhury 7 Hospital Case-control Association 51 52 103 Adults .374 ... No
Bedouin AbuDhabi Frossard 8 ? Case.control Association 85 74 159 Adults .657 ... No
Black Jamaica Forrester 9 Population Case-control Association 200 280 480" Adults .594 ... No
Chinese Taiwan Jeng 10 Hospital Case-control Association 117 244 361 Adults .400 ... No
IndianSikh India Mastana 11 Population Cross-section Association 370 Adults .373 NotexaminedYes

Japanese Japan Kimura 12 Hospital Case-control Association 762 1157 1919 Adults .367 ... No

Sugiyama 13 Hospital Case.control Association 711 532 1243 Adults .377 ... No
Zaman 14 Population Cross.section Association 1340 Adults .390 No No

Pooledestimate 4502 .377
White Australia Johnson 15 Population Case.control Association' 733 Adults .688 No

Canada Hegele 16 Population Cross.section Association 741 Adults .600 No No
Finland Kiema 17 Population Case.control Association 508 523 1031 Adults .562 ... Yesin

women
US O'Donnell 18 Population Cross.section Asso.,linkage 3095 Adults .553 Diastolic Yesin

inmen men
Pooledestimate 5600 .577

US§ Fornage 19 Population Cross.section Linkage 1488 All Diastolic Notdone
inmales

'All studiesweredoneinbothsexes.

t I allele= 1-0allele;" n isconflicting.
;Casesaresubjectswithhypertensionandcontrolsarenormotensives.

..., Notapplicable.
§Thisstudyisshownseparatelybecausedataonallelefrequenciesarenotavailable.
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Discussion

Why all these controversy

Apparently there are contradictions. It would,
however, be misleading if we do not consider

the methodo logical differences of the studies.
They differed by settings, designs, analytic

approaches (association analysis has more
ability to detect weaker genetic effects than
linkage analysis,21sample sizes (ranging from
very small to very large), and covariates

considered (e.g., age, sex, body mass index,

alcohol consumption). A further explanation
is possible selection bias.22 An important
methodological issue is that ACE gene may
have been mistyped by some studies.23 All
these between-study variations may be the
reason for discrepant results. 1One should be

cautious for interpreting the findings of small
case-control studies because of their selection

bias of subjects, and limited statistical

power.24 The only study in Bangladeshi
population is very small and hospital-based.
Further studies with large representative
sample are necessary.

A non-association of ACE locus with

hypertension is consistently observed in the
Japanese.12-14Indian SikhsII lie below the
Japanese iIithespectrumofD allelefrequency
distribution across ethnic groups but show a
significant association of D allele with
hypertension. Its consistency needs to be
checked, because confounding factors were
not taken into account. The Gulf Bedouins 8

apparently have highest D allele frequency,
but do not show an association with

hypertension. This report, however, do not
have a clear description of the sampling
procedure, and needs further clarification
addressingtheconfounders.TheBlacks9have

higher frequency of D allele than the

Caucasians and Japanese but do not show an
association with hypertension. A clarity of
their sample size (see Table-I) is necessary
before accepting their conclusion. Black
people living in Nigeria, Jamaica, and the US
have similar prevalence of D allele but have

a large difference in hypertension prevalence
(16% to 33%).25 Important difference in the

environmental exposures is the plausible
explanation.25

Among the five studies that met the selection
criteria for the Caucasians,I5-19two did not
find any association.ls,I6 However one
observed an association for femalesl7 and

two for males.18,19The significant risk
estimate for hypertension (BP ~140/90 or
anti-hypertensive medication) observed by
one of theml8 disappeared in a secondary
analysis for moderate to severe hypertension
(BP ~160/100, or ~2 antihypertensive
medications), which is not expected from a
gene that predisposes to hypertension.26The
Hutterite population16isagenetic isolate and
have a high degree of consanguinity and
differentenvironmentalexposures than other
Caucasians. A non-association observed in

this well-designed study should, therefore,
not be extrapolated to other Caucasians.

There are few data on the variance

components of blood pressure attributable to
the ACE locps. In the Caucasians,18ACE
locus accounts for 0% and 16% of the inter-

individual variance in systolic and diastolic
blood pressure respectively. The
corresponding values in the Japanese are
0.1% and 1.5%.14 This means that the

contribution of ACE gene to the blood
pressure variation is very small in the
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Japanese, and racial differences may exist.
This racial difference is not surprising,
because heterogenvity of ACE activity
according to ACE genotypes has been
reported among ethnic groups,27 and
important differences in environmental
factorspersist.)Thus,extrapolationof finding
in one population to another can be
misleading. Contradictory findings between
races is understandable because of their

differences in genetic make-up and
environmental exposures. However, a
contradiction within a genetically
homogenous population without between-
sample differences in environmental
exposures is most likely artifactuaI.

Needfor further studies
Given that the studies varied in designs,
settings, sample size, adjustment for
confoundingvariablesandanalyticapproach,
adequately powered multi-center (in several
countries) multi-ethnic' population-based
studies using same method are required to
resolve this contradiction.
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